Forces resisting jaw displacement in relaxed humans: a predominantly viscous phenomenon.
Forces opening the relaxed human jaw are resisted by intrinsic restraints, including passive tensions in the jaw-closing muscles. These muscle tensions have been modelled as viscoelastic elements, and static measurements suggest their elastic portions contribute approximately a total of 5 N resistance at wide gape. As the viscous damping properties of muscles which affect the jaw's dynamic behaviour are unknown, we measured the jaw opening force required to reach maximum gape during fast and slow opening in six relaxed subjects. These data were then incorporated in a dynamic mathematical jaw model to determine the damping properties of the masticatory system. During the 3 and 8 s opening trials, forces increased with gape (6.7 +/- 3.3 and 3.9 +/- 2.3 N, respectively, at 50% gape) and reached their maxima at wide gape (19.9 +/- 4.5 and 13.2 +/- 4.4 N, respectively). The muscle damping constant needed by the model to emulate these results was 150 Nsm(-1), approximately 25% lower than the calculated critical damping constant. This study suggests low forces are required to open the jaw in relaxed humans, and that jaw viscosity, not elasticity, provides the major resistance to motion.